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Kiss Cam 2016-10-18 in kiss cam teen author kiara london asks what s a little
harmless kissing between friends juniper jasper and lenny have been friends forever
and co own a vlog channel called werevlogginghere their fans are huge shippers who
believe that juniper and jasper are perfect for each other and despite warnings from
friends and family a simple truth or dare inspired kiss soon spirals out of control
into a whole new world of making out and surprise kisses juniper and jasper s
relationship begins to shift but as fan requests for different kiss cam segments keep
pouring in juniper puts her worries aside and convinces herself that it doesn t mean
anything after all it s just kissing right in this adorably fun fresh and modern
contemporary romance a trio of vloggers push the boundaries of their friendship by
giving in to fan requests for a kiss cam segment
These Thorn Kisses Special Edition Paperback 2021-12-05 eighteen year old bronwyn
littleton is in love with a stranger she met on a summer night a year ago a stranger
who was tall and broad in a way that made her feel safe he had dark blue eyes that
she can t stop drawing in her sketch book and he had a deep soothing voice that she
can t stop hearing in her dreams that s all she knows about him though until she runs
into him again at st mary s school for troubled teenagers an all girls reform school
where she s trapped because of a little crime she committed in the name of her art
now she knows that her dream man has a name conrad thorne she knows that his eyes are
way bluer and way more beautiful than she thought and that his face is an artist s
wonderland but she also knows that conrad is her best friend s older brother which
means he s completely off limits not to mention he s the new soccer coach which makes
him off limits times two what makes him off limits times three however and this whole
scenario an epic tragedy is that conrad wyn s dream man has a dream girl of his own
and he s as much in love with his dream girl as wyn is in love with him note this is
a standalone set in the world of st mary s
I Got You Some Kisses 2015 who doesn t love a great kiss whether it s your very first
smooch or your umpteenth whether it s a quick peck or a long lingering kiss you wish
would never end nothing beats a sensational smooch and everyone has a favorite
kissing story a favorite movie kiss a kiss they wish had never happened and a kiss
they long for so much they can almost taste it in short every kiss is cause for
celebration
Kissing 2006 meet the stanfield family devoted men strong women a family you ll want
to be part of stolen kisses book one a single mom a new neighbor a battle neither saw
coming a steamy emotional stand alone contemporary romance about a single mom giving
her all for her kids and a single uncle learning how to be a dad while coming to
terms with devastating losses moonlit kisses book two an overworked mechanic a
homeless woman who s lost everything a new start a steamy low angst stand alone
contemporary romance about a workaholic mechanic with a generous heart fighting his
attraction to his assistant and a younger woman who s down on her luck but never
gives in or gives up unexpected kisses book three a hacker with a heart of gold a
woman who wants to have a baby an offer she can t refuse a steamy stand alone
contemporary romance about a single woman with a plan to have a baby on her own and
the sexy computer nerd who offers to help her fulfill her dream grab this complete
steamy contemporary series featuring siblings emma max and sarah who unwillingly fall
in love and find their happily ever afters against all the odds
Kisses 2023-05-14 3 exciting romances from james patterson s bookshots flames now in
one book the mccullagh inn in maine by jen mclaughlin chelsea o kane escapes to maine
with a gun and fresh bruises she s ready to begin anew until she runs into her old
flame jeremy holland as he helps to fix her inn her heart heals and they rediscover
what they once loved about each other but as the two play house it starts to seem too
good to last sacking the quarterback by samantha towle quarterback grayson knight has
a squeaky clean reputation in the football world so when he s arrested for drug
possession lawyer melissa st james knows that something doesn t add up it s clear he
s hiding something though he denies it but there s one thing he can t deny he wants
melissa seducing shakespeare by tabitha ross a brand new romance published for the
very first time william shakespeare has fallen in love with the beautiful marietta
disonna her fiery heart has inspired his sonnets and her steady gaze his plays but
what shakespeare doesn t know is that all the men and women are merely players in a
grand production and even marietta is acting a role unless shakespeare can seduce her
in return bookshots flames original romances presented by james patterson novels you
can devour in a few hours impossible to stop reading
Kisses at Midnight 2017-01-24 does the perfect kiss exist this smart and funny modern
romance explores the pleasures and perils of love a great book for fans of romantic
reads like to all the boys i ve loved before by jenny han evangeline logan wants a
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kiss not just any kiss a crimson kiss like the one in a romance novel she s become
obsessed with but the path to perfection is paved with many bad kisses the smash
mouth the ear licker the misser the tentative tight lipper the phrase i don t kiss
and tell means nothing to the boys in her school and worse someone starts writing her
name and number on bathroom walls and worst of all the boy she s just kissed turns
out to be her best friend s new crush kissing turns out to be way more complicated
than the romance novels would have you believe
Confessions of a Serial Kisser 2008-05-13 it s going to be ever so hard to keep this
secret book 1 in the new steamy romance duet from avril tremayne david wants lane and
she wants him back
Kiss Don’t Tell 2017-05-03 ein kuss hält nur für einen moment 1000 küsse halten für
die ewigkeit als rune kristiansen nach blossom grove georgia zurückkehrt hat er nur
eins im sinn herausfinden warum poppy ihn von einem tag auf den anderen aus ihrem
leben verbannt hat und das obwohl sie ihm versprochen hatte bis in alle ewigkeit auf
ihn zu warten zwei jahre lang hat poppys schweigen rune jeden tag aufs neue das herz
gebrochen doch als er ihr nach all der zeit das erste mal wieder gegenüber tritt weiß
er augenblicklich dass der schlimmste schmerz ihnen erst noch bevorsteht
herzzerreißend atemberaubend unvergesslich und unglaublich schön aestas book blog
dieser roman ist bereits als e book unter dem titel a thousand boy kisses erschienen
All Your Kisses 2020-05-29 another book in the kissing hand series releasing in
paperback pocket full of kisses is the second book in the kissing hand series to be
released in paperback the new york times bestseller and children s classic the
kissing hand has changed the lives of millions of children and their parents with
pocket full of kisses chester raccoon s story continues as he learns to welcome his
baby brother into the family in this tender sequel to the new york times bestseller
and children s classic the kissing hand audrey penn provides parents with another
tale of love and reassurance to share with their children chester raccoon has a baby
brother and the baby brother is taking over his territory when chester sees his
mother give his baby brother a kissing hand his kissing hand he is overcome with
sadness but mrs raccoon soothes his fears with her own special brand of wisdom
finding just the right way to let chester know he is deeply loved brought to life by
barbara leonard gibson s warm illustrations this story is perfect for families who
are adjusting to all the changes new members can bring
Love and Kisses 2018 valentine s day kisses a set of sweet and smoldering stories by
some of inkspell publishing s authors these award winning and best selling authors
created a holiday anthology you won t soon forget lola flannigan by abigail
drakeseven is not lucky for lola flannigan although it s the number of years she s
been in business for herself running a successful hair salon it s also the number of
times she s spent valentine s day all alone getting drunk on cheap wine and expensive
chocolate one more thing it s the number of times she s been struck by lightning and
walked away unharmed she should be dead she realizes that and as much as she s
grateful to be alive she now has a little electrical problem her hands have become
weapons of mass destruction capable of shocking anyone she touches with deadly force
things start to look up the day sexy millionaire morgan slade struts into her shop
and demands a haircut just when lola thinks life might finally be going her way
everything goes from bad to so much worse red eyed mutants dressed in swat gear shoot
up her shop and she has seconds to decide whether to trust morgan or if he might be
her unluckiest move of all at least it looks like she won t be by herself on
valentine s day this year hearts must be broken by bridie hallcan love forgive murder
when a ghost from her past wants to take revenge on twenty year old anais the only
one she can turn to for help is damon but things quickly become complicated because
he has feelings for her and she doesn t want a relationship can she learn to trust
him and can he forgive her past not today by lisa hahna chance meeting in the park
sends emily and ezra on an emotional journey neither had been expecting emily scott
is mourning the loss of a parent ezra cavanuagh is ready to give up on his dreams of
literary success will their new connection be enough to help them pull through these
trying times avalanche by kim briggslexi returns to her first love wolf creek ski
resort with ambitions of becoming a ski instructor she soon finds herself in the
middle of a longtime feud between gabe a snow groomer who gives off the broken vibe
lexi finds irresistible and harrison the fourth playboy son of wolf creek s owner who
always wants what gabe has tensions boil at wolf creek and lexi s heart might not be
the only thing at stake lost found by shilpa mudigantivalentine s day is just around
the corner and aisha who is still grieving for her ex boyfriend john is in for a
surprise liam john s best friend who has had feelings for her but had to keep his
feelings in check is ready to prove his love for her but is she ready to risk her
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heart again aisha lost the love of her life to fate and then liam happened what s
better than a book boyfriend by sarah vance tompkinshow can a real man compete with a
book boyfriend shy librarian charlie bishop has spent every valentine s day in the
company of one of her beloved book boyfriends despite his many attempt to gain her
attention charlie is absolutely certain she has nothing common with hunky
construction worker hank carter so how far will hank have to go to prove to charlie
he s better than any of her book boyfriends
Pocket Full of Kisses 2021-10-19 this new collection from the editor of passionate
hearts the poetry of sexual love and author of the sexual healing journey includes
121 poems by such poets as rumi marge piercy emily dickinson nikki giovanni anne
sexton sharon olds octavio paz and elizabeth barrett browning therapist and marriage
counselor wendy maltz turns up the heat while celebrating healthy sexuality in this
collection of poems that dispel the negative cultural message that what feels good
must be bad maltz s anthologies are designed to inspire couples toward a deeper
physical intimacy and to show that the sexual impulse can be aroused by conveying
personal experience through great writing
Valentine Kisses 2017-01-14 when high school student camille collins ex boyfriend
spreads a dirty rumor that she s a terrible kisser camille and her friends devise the
perfect plan to prove dylan wrong a kiss list perfect kisses with a few of the
hottest guys in school will leave too much evidence for anyone to deny
Intimate Kisses 2010-10-04 kasie west meets morgan matson in this hilarious and
heartwarming debut about a girl s summer mission to get over her ex boyfriend by
kissing her way through the alphabet getting dumped by her boyfriend is not how veda
planned on starting her summer when mark makes it clear that it s over between them
veda is heartbroken and humiliated but more importantly she s inspired so she sets
out on the love quest of a lifetime use the summer to forget about mark to move on
and move up all she has to do is kiss twenty six boys with twenty six different names
one for each letter of the alphabet from the top of the ferris wheel at her hometown
carnival to the sandy dunes of lake michigan veda takes every opportunity she can to
add kisses and boys to her list and soon the break up doesn t sting quite as much but
just when veda thinks she has the whole kissing thing figured out she meets someone
who turns her world upside down
The Kiss List 2019-02-05 a brand new timeless romance with a sprinkling of magic from
the number one sunday times bestselling author a complete joy to read and once i d
started i genuinely couldn t stop i was entranced and beguiled from start to finish
by this beautiful story carrie has single handedly converted me to magic realism jill
mansell
26 Kisses 2017-05-23 josephine a biochemist has just invented a fantastic skin and
sets out to design the perfect male body she turns to a handsome scientist who agrees
to build her a robot of masculine perfection in the process he vows to become the
real man inside the skin
With This Kiss 2022-04-14 seeking peace while he decides between prestigious job
offers burned out lawyer matt powell rents his boyhood vacation home at the jersey
shore on a nostalgic whim however discovering the lovely widow next door is his
childhood best friend katie vanburen complicates everything his old love for her hits
hard but this time around his feelings are anything but innocent it s decision time
the high profile career he s earned or a life he never dreamed possible loving his
girl next door twenty years ago matt broke katie s teenaged heart when he vanished
from her life after his parents divorce she grew up buried her childish dreams and
moved on new dreams shattered with her unfaithful husband s death but now she s a
successful website designer and owns her beloved shore house she s delighted to renew
their friendship but unready to trust her heart again even if matt s kisses tempt her
beyond reason but can her cracking defenses hold when matt argues his case for love
so eloquently in bed and out
Chocolate Kisses 2009-11 fiction
Midnight Kisses 2000 from the first moment she met her new texas neighbor prudence
belmont was in love when she was old enough for marriage gidry chavis promptly
presented her with an engagement ring and all her dreams seemed to have come true but
the hellraising gidry disappeared before the wedding leaving only a brief note in
explanation my dear miss prudence i have determined that it is best that we do not
wed please forgive me and recall me with fondness now chavistown s notorious favorite
son is back wiser remorseful sunbrowned and manly everyone in town has accepted his
transformation to a hardworking town leader all except pru after all only a man with
wicked thoughts could believe that she the president of the ladies rose and garden
society would mail out racy postcards and only a cad would demand bribes of kisses to
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keep quiet if he thinks he can win her love again he s wrong or is he my only lover i
am ready to fulfill your every desire if you will agree to grant my dearest wish
yours soon to be sealed with a kiss
Kissing Katie 2014-12-06 midsummer madness and the sun has gone to everyone s head
flora and jenna should be working busy shifts but two new arrivals have blown into
glenmore and life at the hospital looks like it could get tricky
Scarlet Kisses 1982-01-01 long ago michael bearclaw and cloe matthews had shared a
fateful kiss and now cloe is back in lolo and determined to land michael a sturdy
lawman reissue
Poetic Kisses 2021-02 kissing the wrong brother might bring this family empire to the
breaking point in the first novel in jessica lemmon s deliciously naughty kiss and
tell series being reckless is okay from time to time a stolen kiss puts that theory
to the test when taylor thompson finds out the man she s casually dating is going to
propose at the valentine s day gala she literally hides in a closet that s where
royce knox her date s older and to her mind sexier brother finds her in a panic she
kisses him causing chaos between her family and his and in the tech company they co
founded royce can t help himself he kisses her back after his brother catches them
though he has some explaining to do it doesn t help that he and his brother are also
competing to be ceo royce never gives in to unruly emotions until taylor and now he
must choose between the company he loves and the woman setting him on fire love
triumphs in the seattle tech world in the kiss and tell series book 1 his forbidden
kiss book 2 one wild kiss book 3 one last kiss
Sealed with a Kiss 1998-05-01 how did i end up in a fake relationship with the
gorgeous captain of the basketball team jett bryant where do i start back in
kindergarten i used to dream about kissing that adorable brown eyed boy he was also
the pastor s son but that didn t stop me from chasing him down tackling him on the
playground and kissing him smack on the lips then in eighth grade i was about to kiss
him for real as real as a spin the bottle kiss could get but jett ruined it by
telling everyone about the playground kiss so i kissed some guy named james instead
fast forward to our senior year where jett and i got partnered in marriage and
relations class and were asked to research of all things the chemistry of a kiss it
had me thinking about those yummy lips of his a little but i kept my focus strong
since i was dating tj reynolds one of sweet water s most misunderstood bad boys and
lead singer of grungetown but somewhere along the way tj got jealous and kissed jett
s vicious ex girlfriend and that s how he became my ex and that s when the whole fake
relationship idea started in the first place the trouble is all the feelings i had
for jett over the years came pouring back as we spent time together and our topic
wasn t helping the situation one bit neither were the incredible kisses he gave me as
we pretended to like each other things really get complicated when jett starts
cozying up to me when nobody s around to witness it maybe this whole fake
relationship is turning into the real thing but how can i be sure
Summer Kisses 2012-06 aphrodite kissed a mortal once by the light of this moon many
thousands of years ago it drove him crazy the next person that he kissed boum the
craziness travelled like this from person to person it travelled through time
everywhere boum tu comprends where did it end up i whisper his lips are on my cheek
now it ended with me and now i am going to pass it to you you will like that mermaid
imagine the perfect kiss the kiss of legend the kiss that began with aphrodite in the
foothills of ancient athens by the light of the full moon the kiss that for five
thousand years has extended down in a long chain of lovers leaving ecstasies of love
and fits of agony in its wake imagine that kiss is real and in the present day it is
sitting on the lips of a french boy called laurent among the sand dunes in the south
of france laurent seduces 16 year old delilah with the tale of the kiss boom and now
imagine that delilah brings aphrodite s kiss back home with her where it s now on the
rampage aound her school in surrey
Three Kisses 2001-01-01 explains what kissing is the origins of the custom how to do
it what to expect quotes and a quiz on kissing and more
His Forbidden Kiss 2020-02-01 ps i love you meets one day in this magical tearjerker
from a rising star in female fiction how do you hold on to a love that is slowly
slipping away from you can you let go of the past when you know what is in the future
and how do you cope when you know that every kiss is a countdown to goodbye this is
the story of a love affair of ryan and molly and how they fell in love and were torn
apart the first time molly kissed ryan she knew they d be together forever six years
and thousands of kisses later she s married to the man she loves but today when ryan
kisses her molly realises how many of them she wasted because the future holds
something which neither of them could have ever predicted an adorable heartwarming
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tale of love and friendship which bubbles with tenderness love it marie claire not
since one day s emma and dexter have we fallen so hard for a literary couple the
first last kiss will burrow deep inside your head and heart and will stay there long
after you finish reading 5 stars heat
Chemistry of a Kiss 2019-05-23 beth s seemingly perfect life is destroyed when she
confesses that she has been dating the student teacher jeff parker behind the backs
of her parents friends and her boyfriend
Chocolate Kisses 2009 charming story with beautiful art to reassure young readers
about starting school when digby goes to school for his second day he is beset with
worries he can t remember where to line up or hang his coat and he thinks that no one
will play with him to reassure him his mother blows a dozen kisses into his pocket
telling him that if he feels worried he should take a kiss from his pocket and
imagine his mother with him
The Kiss 2015-07-02 inhibitions melt away with these three deliciously erotic romance
novellas that have something sweet in common tempting chocolate
Kissing 2000 life hasn t been easy for high school junior kate blessing with rival
mobs at war and her social life to worry about kate s got to hold it all together for
the family page 2 of cover
The First Last Kiss 2013-01-17 married again and divorced again isadora wing is a
single parent with an adorable daughter an irritating ex husband and a startling
assortment of suitors an unorthodox rabbi a poetic disc jockey the son of a famous
sex therapist and waspily handsomest of all berkeley sproul iii isadora and berkeley
meet at a health club and he s fourteen years her junior of course their affair is
tortuous and sexy but is it love or does the stud just want a free trip to venice
compliments of a famous author either way erica jong wrote this romance with a
mixture of eloquence and savage wit as good as anything she has ever written said the
wall street journal
Black Lipstick Kisses 2004 are you turned off by slobbery deep tongue kisses do you
find kissing boring are you embarrassed to give your first kiss if so then read this
we all kiss whether you are giving your grandmother a kiss on the forehead your child
a kiss on the cheek or a passionate kiss with a new love interest kissing is an
important part of communication in our culture and for good reason with one magical
kiss we can convey love appreciation support acceptance the list goes on do you think
you re a good kisser statistically most people think they are way better at kissing
than their partner thinks he or she is find out if you re a good kisser and if you re
not we ll show you how to drive your partner to a passionate kiss surprisingly as you
well know some people just aren t very good at kissing you have probably kissed your
way in to the following scenarios a slobbery kissa partner trying to tickle the back
of your throat with a deep tonguea kisser that won t open his or her moutha long
tickly mustachethe list is long whether you are the recipient of a bad kiss or the
giver of a bad kiss this book will give you the skills to make your lover beg for
more in this book you will discover how to correct the 10 most common mistakes we
make when kissing why being a good kisser is more important then you may think secret
tricks to make your lips and mouth irresistible the top three scents to help set the
mood how to prevent the ackward moments of bumping teeth and noses how to use your
teeth to nibble your partner why kissing is a dance and how to lead your partner into
a kissing tango what to do if your partner is a bad kisser how to set the stage for
your first kiss how to flirt even when you don t know what to do where to put your
hands while kissing and why that is important a simple technique that will increase
your partners anticipation and arousal and much much more now is your chance to kiss
your way into the heart of another and maybe even the bedroom click the add to cart
button to learn to be an awesome kisser
Careless Kisses 1991-09-01 this book provides many different answers to the title
question with sweet scenes and text that children and their parents will want to read
again and again
Pocketful of Kisses 2008 about that kiss is the fifth in new york times bestselling
author jill shalvis s heartbreaker bay series featuring her trademark gift for humour
warmth and romance perfect for fans of jill mansell debbie macomber nora roberts and
marie force when love drives you crazy the best thing to do is enjoy the ride when
sexy joe malone never calls after their explosive kiss kylie shoves him out of her
mind until she needs a favour and it s a doozy something precious to her has been
stolen and there s only one person with unique finder and fixer skills that can help
joe it means swallowing her pride and somehow trying to avoid the temptation to
throttle him or seduce him no joe didn t call after the kiss he s the fun time guy
not the forever guy and kylie after all she s been through deserves a good man who
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will stay but everything about kylie makes it damned hard to focus and though his
brain knows what he has to do his heart isn t getting the memo as kylie and joe go on
the scavenger hunt of their lives they discover surprising things about each other
now the best way for them to get over that kiss might just be to replace it with a
hundred more want more warm funny romance check out the other heartbreaker bay novels
starting with sweet little lies visit stunning wildstone gorgeous cedar ridge
spellbinding lucky harbor or experience some animal magnetism in sunshine idaho in
jill s other unforgettable series
Chocolate Kisses 2006-01-03
Stolen Kisses, Secrets, and Lies 2007-09-18
Parachutes & Kisses 1984
Kissing 2018-06-30
Where Do Kisses Come From? 1999
Too Many Kisses 2015
About That Kiss 2018-01-23
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